AGENDA
BOARD OF ASSESSMENT APPEALS
WORKSHOP MEETING

SPRENKLE ROOM            Tuesday, March 6, 2018
SOUTH WINDSOR TOWN HALL       6:00 PM

1. Chair to Call Meeting to Order

2. Roll Call

3. New Business – Hear appeals scheduled from applications submitted:

   MR. BERNARD HEBERT MV 2016 2001, NISSAN, ALTIMA 2017, Maser

   MR. CHRIS REKOSIEWICZ MV 2016 GHIBLI S LEASED VEHICLE

   MR. GOYAL VIJAY MVS 2016 2011, BMW, 535XI 2004, CHEVR, IMPALA

   MR. EUGENE BOTTERON MV 2016 2013 VW PASSAT

   MR. GOYAL VIJAY MV 2016 2009 MERCE ML350

   MR. EUGENE BOTTERON PP  2017 34 VICTOR LANE FACTORY PRODUCT SALES
   80 CORNERSTONE DR

   MR. GOYAL VIJAY RE 2017 DR

   MR. EUGENE & PATRICA BOTTERON RE 2017 34 VICTOR LANE 2002, TOYOTA, TACOMA

   MR. BRIAN TURGEON MV 2016

   MR. MICHAEL OWEN MV 60 CASE HILL CIRCLE HIGHLAND HOME IMPROVEMENT

   MR. WAYNE PAGLITSCH PP  2017 154 WOODLAND DR 12 RIVERVIEW

   MR. ALAN GOLD PP  2017 AG ASSOCIATES

   *MR. BRETT GRIDER PP  2017 580 NUTMEG ROAD 155 WINDSHIRE DRIVE

   *MR. JOSEPH BYRKA PP  2017 WINDSHIRE ASSOCIATES

   *MR. ANTHONY CUTAIA PP  2017 AT&T MOBILITY

   MR. DONALD KRUNZ PP  2017 K & R NURSING SERVICE INC

   MR. MARTIN FIORI PP  2017 CUSTOM MODULAR CREATION LLC

   38 MAIN STREET BLASTING TECHNIQES INC

   350 B CHAPEL ROAD
4. Deliberate as necessary, motion approved adjustments and other actions

5. Adjournment